Pick the correct term to view the course listings for the selected semester.

Use "Browse Subject" to search for all courses within a specific department.
CHECK "COURSE TYPE" TO ONLY RETURN COURSE LISTINGS THAT MEET CERTAIN CRITERIA

USE "SELECTION STATUS" TO VIEW ONLY OPEN OR CLOSED SECTIONS OF COURSES
GENERAL EDUCATION TIP
TYPE FA1, FA2, FA3, FA4, OR FA5 ON THE SEARCH LINE TO RETURN ONLY COURSES THAT SATISFY A SPECIFIC GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT.

TYPING FA3 WOULD RETURN ALL COURSES THAT SATISFY FOUNDATIONAL AREA 3, THE GLOBAL AND CROSS-CULTURAL EXPERIENCE.

USE “SCHEDULE MENU” TO VIEW A LISTING OF COURSES ORGANIZED BY DEPARTMENT.
SUBJECT PREFIX AND COURSE NUMBER:
FA4 indicates this course is a General Education course in Area 4.

COURSE TITLE:
Anthropology of Life in U.S.

CREDITS:
Course is 3.00 credits

COURSE LOCATION:
TBA means location is to be announced, will be updated by semester start.

MEETING DAYS AND TIMES:
MTH = Monday and Thursday

AVAILABILITY:
open, closed, or waitlisted

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Click link to learn more about the course

PROFESSOR:
If blank, will be updated by semester start

ENROLLMENT:
Click link to see capacity and current enrollment
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http://www.american.edu/provost/registrar/schedule/